We give a randomized variant of Johnson's algorithm for MAX SAT [12] and show that its expected approximation ratio is 3 4 . Our solution also works in an online setting where variables are revealed one by one together with the clauses they appear in. Our simple algorithm does not use the power of linear programming and, to the best of our knowledge, is the first such algorithm to reach approximation ratio 3 4 . We also investigate a variant of Johnson's algorithm proposed in [5] that processes variables in random order. Here we show that the expected approximation ratio is worse than 3 4 , thus providing a partial answer to a question of [5] .
Introduction
In the maximum satisfiability problem (MAX SAT) we are given a collection of clauses and their (nonnegative) weights. Our goal is to find an assignment that satisfies clauses of maximum total weight.
In his fundamental work [12] Johnson presented a greedy algorithm that processes variables in some arbitrary order. The modified weight µ is introduced, where µ(c) = w c · 2 −|c| for each clause c with weight w c and length |c|. Observe that µ(c) favors shorter clauses which are in greater danger of being falsified. If x is the currently processed variable, then x is set to one iff µ x = c,x∈c µ(c), the support for x = 1, is at least as large as µ x = c,x∈c µ(c), the support for x = 0. Yannakakis [16] remarked that Johnson's algorithm can be interpreted as the derandomization of setting x = 1 with probability 1 2 . The formula (x 1 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ (x 1 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ x 2 , with all three clauses of weight one, shows that the approximation ratio is at least 2 3 : the algorithm begins by assigning x 1 = 1, then x 2 = 1 and hence satisfies clauses of total weight two (out of three). Chen, Friesen and Zheng [5] proved that 2 3 is indeed the exact approximation ratio; they also asked whether there is a variant of Johnson's algorithm performing better than 2 3 . A simpler analysis was provided by Engebretsen [7] .
In this proceedings Costello, Shafira, and Tetali [6] show that a randomly chosen order actually improves the approximation ratio to 2 3 + c for some constant c > 0. We show in Theorem 3.2 that the expected approximation ratio for 2CNF formulae is at most 2 √ 15 − 7 ≈ 0.746 < . Using network flow techniques and linear programming to construct an appropriate probability distribution, Yannakakis [16] gave a 3 4 approximation algorithm. Goemans and Williamson [9] achieved the same ratio by a best-of-two approach comparing the result of Johnson's algorithm with the result obtained by a linear program relaxation. It is natural to ask whether there are algorithms achieving an approximation ratio of MAX EkSAT and MAX kSAT are the MAX SAT versions where every clause has length exactly, resp. at most k. In a seminal paper Goemans and Williamson [10] used semidefinite programming for MAX 2SAT. Concluding a series of papers [8, 15] , the (currently) best algorithm for MAX 2SAT is due to Lewin, Livnat and Zwick [14] . Their approximation ratio of matches the bound of Austrin [3] obtained by assuming the Unique Games Conjecture. Karloff and Zwick [13] gave a 7 8 approximative algorithm for MAX 3SAT, a computer assisted analysis appeared in [17] . This is the best possible approximation ratio, since Hås-tad [11] showed that it is NP-hard to approximate MAX E2SAT within a factor of 21 22 +ε and MAX E3SAT within The best approximation ratio of 0.797 for MAX SAT is achieved by a hybrid algorithm due to Avidor, Berkovitch and Zwick [4] . Moreover, they give an additional algorithm with a conjectured performance of 0.843. The hybrid algorithm runs several MAX SAT algorithms in parallel and picks the best solution. This approach was introduced by Asano and Williamson [2] and refined in [1] .
that its expected approximation ratio is smaller than 3 4 , even when restricted to 2CNF formulae.
A closer analysis shows that CR produces weak results only if the slack |µ x − µ x | is rather small, i.e. belongs to the open interval (0, w x + w x ). (w x is the combined weight of all clauses which are equivalent to the unit clause x after the previous assignments.) We utilize this observation to design a new randomized variant which we call the Slack-Algorithm. The SlackAlgorithm adjusts probabilities carefully, in particular the "majority probability" is increased by a suitably small amount. can be achieved. How important is the order in which variables are processed? We show in Theorem 3.1 that any 2CNF formula φ has an optimal order: call an order optimal for φ, if Johnson's algorithm provides an optimal solution for φ and does so for any tie-breaking scheme.
Determining an optimal order is certainly an intractable task. However, what is the expected approximation ratio for a randomly chosen order? We show in Theorem 3.2 that the expected approximation ratio for 2CNF formulae is at most 2 √ 15 − 7 ≈ 0.746 < . This partially answers a question of [5] .
Instead of using the modified weight µ(c) = w c · 2 −|c| , we double the weight of unit clauses and keep the weight of longer clauses unchanged. In the case of a 2CNF formula both strategies are equivalent. Also, whenever we show that an algorithm is deficient, we show that it is already deficient for 2CNF formulae. Canceling the weight of contradictory unit clauses x, x before computing the assignment probabilities does not improve the approximation ratio.
The analysis is moved to the appendix.
A Single
Step of CR. As a consequence of Theorem 2.1, to obtain a 3 4 approximation we have to come up with a new strategy. We start by analyzing a single step of CR. Let π be a fixed optimal assignment. We use π as reference throughout our analysis.
Assume that the variable x is to be decided for a given CNF formula. Let fanin (fanout) be the weight of all clauses of length at least two that contain the literal x (resp. x). For the weights w x , w x of the unit clauses x, x resp., and ∆ = fanout+2w x +fanin+2w x , we define q 0 := prob[x = 0] = 2w x + fanout ∆ and
as assignment probabilities. Notice that we double the unit clauses but keep the weight of longer clauses unchanged when determining assignment probabilites. Assume w.l.o.g. q 0 ≤ q 1 and hence Johnson's algorithm assigns x = 1. Our approach will be to increase the majority probability slightly, i.e., replace q 1 by p 1 = q 1 + ε and q 0 by p 0 = q 0 − ε. Such an increase is certainly a good idea, if x = 1 is an optimal assignment (i.e., π x = 1), however the increase is dangerous in case x = 1 is not optimal (i.e., π x = 0).
How does CR behave if we use the new assignment probabilities p 0 and p 1 instead of q 0 and q 1 ? For p 0 , p 1 we introduce the random variable "slack" as the difference between the support in favor of the current decision and the support against it: (2.1)
Let "sat" and "unsat" be the random variables which equal the total weight of all satisfied resp. (terminally) falsified clauses when fixing x. Then obviously
Call a clause c containing x or x alive, iff c, after fixing x, contains at least one unassigned literal and c has not been satisfied yet. Now define the random variable "wounded" as the total weight of all alive clauses. We obtain
Lemma 2.1. For any assignment probabilities
holds.
Proof.
and this was to be shown.
An Overview of the Analysis.
Remember that π is the fixed optimal assignment. We study the impact of fixing variable x on the amount of "contradiction" with respect to π. In particular, the random variable c is the weight of all alive clauses not satisfied by π before fixing x and c is the same quantity after fixing x. Obviously, as a consequence of Lemma 2.1, we have
Assume that we have determined probabilities p 0 , p 1 such that the right hand side of (2.4) is always nonnegative. Let Sat, Unsat be the random variables indicating the total weight of satisfied and unsatisfied clauses after fixing all variables. Opt is the weight of all clauses satisfied by π and W is the total clause weight. Then, after summing up the left hand side of (2.4), we have
and the first part of Theorem 1.1 follows. In Lemma 2.3 we show that
is relatively large and, in particular, we relate this quantity to the slack of the Johnson decision for x and the probability adjustment ε. As a first step we bound E[c − c], the expected net contradiction introduced, resp. resolved when fixing x.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that the assignment probabilities are given by
holds, and if x = 0 is optimal,
Proof. First assume that x = 1 is optimal. If we set x = 0, i.e., if we fix x non-optimally, then we may create new contradictions. Observe that fanin is the total weight of all alive clauses in this case. Let fanin c denote the weight of all alive clauses which become contradictory after setting x = 0: any such clause is not satisfied if the remaining variables are set according to π. Clearly, fanin c ≤ fanin holds. If we assign x = 1, then fanout is the total weight of all alive clauses. Since π remains our reference when measuring contradictions, any clause c considered in fanout remains contradictory, resp. remains noncontradictory after fixing x. Thus, no new contradictions are created.
Irrespective of the particular assignment, the contradictory unit clause x is removed from the set of alive clauses: the contradiction due to x is resolved. Thus we get
The remaining case of an optimal assignment x = 0 is treated analogously.
We set Slack = |2w x + fanin − (2w x + fanout)| and can now make a first important step in bounding the right-hand side of (2.4). Remember that q 0 , q 1 are the original assignment probabilities of CR and observe that
and if x = 0 is optimal,
Before giving the proof we discuss the consequences of Lemma 2.3. We may assume w.l.o.g. that q 0 ≤ q 1 holds. An algorithm can easily verify q 0 ≤ q 1 , but cannot determine efficiently if, say, x = 1 is optimal, i.e., if π x = 1 holds. If x = 1 is optimal and hence if CR agrees, in its majority decision, with π, then the right hand side of (2.4) may be negative for ε = 0, in which case ε has to be increased to enforce
Observe that the algorithm has the required knowledge to determine ε * . If however x = 0 is optimal and hence if CR behaves non-optimally with its majority decision, then the right side of (2.4) will be nonnegative. Thus, if we can make sure, that the right hand side of (2.4) stays nonnegative for ε = ε * in case x = 0 is optimal, then the right hand side is nonnegative in either case.
Proof. (a) Observe that (a) is equivalent with
and this equation is true, since both sides coincide with q 0 · q 1 · ∆. (b) First assume that x = 1 is optimal. We observe
where the inequality follows from (2.3) and Lemma 2.2. But
The last equation follows, since q 0 ≤ q 1 holds, by assumption, and hence q 0 − q 1 = − Slack ∆ . If x = 0 is optimal, then again with Lemma 2.2
We apply (2.5) and the claim follows.
How to Adjust the Canonical Probabilities?
Assume that we process variable x. We may also assume w.l.o.g. that q 0 ≤ q 1 holds. For assignment probabilities p 0 = q 0 − ε, p 1 = q 1 + ε we determine E[slack], the expected slack when fixing x. Then
where we utilize that Slack = (q 1 − q 0 ) · ∆ follows, since q 0 ≤ q 1 holds.
Our goal is to determine ε (with ε ≤ q 0 ) such that the right hand side of invariant (2.4) is nonnegative. We first additionally assume that x = 1 is optimal. We apply (2.6)
+ ε(fanout + fanin).
and the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.3. The right hand side is negative for ε = 0 only if Slack belongs to the interval (0, w x +w x ). Hence we have to adjust the assignment probabilites only if Slack ∈ (0, w x + w x ), which we assume from now on. The right hand side vanishes for
If however x = 0 is optimal, then we obtain with (2.6)
and the last inequality again follows from Lemma 2.3. The right hand side is nonnegative for ε = 0. It is also nonnegative for all ε ≥ 0, provided fanout + fanin ≤ 2Slack holds. We therefore assume the opposite: as a consequence the right side is monotone decreasing and vanishes for
The numerator of ε 1 is at most as large as the numerator of ε 2 and its denominator is at least as large as the denominator of ε 2 . Hence ε 1 ≤ ε 2 and
for p 0 = q 0 − ε 1 and p 1 = q 1 + ε 1 , irrespective of the optimality of x = 0 or x = 1.
Lemma 2.4. Assume that q 0 ≤ q 1 . Then p 0 , p 1 are well defined, i.e., 0 ≤ ε 1 ≤ q 0 .
Proof. We first observe that ε 1 is nonnegative, since Slack ∈ (0, w x + w x ). It remains to show that
holds. We increase w x , w x and decrease fanin, fanout in such a way that fanin + 2w x , fanout + 2w x remain fixed: observe that Slack and ∆ remain fixed and if (2.8) is false before this modification, then it is false afterwards. Hence we may assume fanin = fanout = 0 and (2.8) is equivalent with
But q 0 ≤ q 1 and hence Slack = 2(w x −w x ) follows. Thus (2.9) is equivalent with
and this inequality is correct.
The Slack-Algorithm and Its Performance.
We present the Slack-Algorithm in Fig. 1 and prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof. We have shown in Sect. 2.2 that an approximation ratio of at least To show that our analysis is tight, we work with the 2n variables x 1 , . . . x n and y 1 , . . . , y n , where n is sufficiently large. Our hard formula φ consists of all equivalences (x i ∨ y j ) ∧ (x i ∨ y j ), where each clause receives weight one. Observe that the all-ones assignment satisfies φ and hence Opt = 2n 2 .
We first process all x-variables in some arbitrary order and subsequently all y-variables in some arbitrary order as well. When fixing x-variables we get prob[x i = 1] = 1 2 , since Slack = 0. If all x-variables are fixed, then even a best assignment for the y-variables does not help much: the expected weight of falsified implications is at least
(This follows, since n 2 ± o(n) x-variables are set to one whp.) Thus the weight of falsified clauses is at least 
How to Choose the Order?
We first show the existence of an optimal order for 2CNF formula and then study Johnson's algorithm for a random order.
Optimal Orders for 2CNF Formulae.
Call an order optimal for a 2CNF formula φ, if Johnson's algorithm provides an optimal solution for φ and does so for any tie-breaking scheme.
Theorem 3.1. Every 2CNF formula has an optimal order.
Proof. We construct an optimal order by simulating Johnson's algorithm. As long as there is a variable such that the decision of Johnson's algorithm -for each tie-breaking scheme-is consistent with an optimal assignment, select such a variable as the next variable to be processed.
Thus, we may assume that all decisions for the set V of remaining variables are inconsistent with an optimal assignment, given some worst-case tie-breaking. We may also assume w.l.o.g that Johnson's algorithm assigns zero to all variables in V . Then the all-ones assignment is the only optimal assignment, since otherwise there is a zero-decision which is consistent with an optimal solution, in contradiction to our assumption. Thus we get, after removing "mixed" clauses, On the other hand, the algorithm decides non-optimally for all x ∈ V and hence procedure Slack-Algorithm(Formula φ) the formula φ has variable set V for all x ∈ V do process variables in the given order (Observe that clauses consisting of one positive and one negative literal appear on both sides and therefore can be removed.) But each clause x ∨ y, resp. x ∨ y appears twice and we have obtained the desired contradiction with (3.10).
Remark: Theorem 3.1 does not hold for 3CNF formulae. Remember that Johnson's algorithm uses the modified weight µ(c) = w c · 2 −|c| for each clause c with weight w c and length |c|. For a counterexample consider a formula φ with variables x, y and z. φ consists of all seven 3-clauses (with weight 1 each) containing at least one positive literal and of the unit clauses x, y, z (with weight 4/15 each). The all-ones assignment satisfies clauses with weight 7, whereas any other assignment achieves a weight less than 7. But Johnson's algorithm assigns zero in its first step regardless which variable is picked.
Random
Order. We investigate a variant of Johnson's algorithm that processes the variables in random order, as proposed in [5] , and construct a hard 2CNF formula. Our formula consists of variables x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n and the following clauses: -unit clauses x i with (small) weight S = δ · n and y i with (large) weight L = (1 − ε) · n for i = 1, . . . , n, -all equivalences x i ↔ x j with weight 1 for 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n -and all equivalences x i ↔ y j with weight 1 for
We choose δ to be a sufficiently small positive constant and carefully select ε to belong to the interval [0,
. Thus the weight S of the x-variables is indeed rather small compared with the weight L of the y-variables. Now consider the all-ones assignment. All equivalences and all y-units are satisfied and hence a total weight of
is satisfied. Now assume that π is a random order of the variables. How will Johnson's algorithm behave on π? Initially x-variables will be set to zero and y-variables set to one. When setting the ith x-variable x j we expect that roughly as many x-variables as y-variables are set to zero and one respectively. The influences of the already fixed x-and y-variables on x j almost cancel: the already fixed x-variables support x j = 0 and the already fixed y-variables support x j = 1. Thus we expect the unit weight S for x j to tip the scales and the algorithm to set x j = 0.
To make this argument precise we consider a randomly permuted sequence of n zeroes (i.e., the xvariables) and n ones (i.e., the y-variables). What is the probability p that there is a position k with at least S = δ · n more ones than zeroes in positions at most k? -Observe that Johnson's algorithm sets some x-variable to one with probability at most p.-A standard argument shows p ≤ 2n · e −Θ(δ 2 ·n) .
Hence all x-variables are set to zero with probability at least 1 − p. Now consider the ith y-variable y k . Assume that f i x-variables are already fixed to zero. They push y k towards zero, whereas the unit weight L pushes towards one: the difference L − f i decides. We utilize that, for any time k, the number of x-and y-variables differs by at most S with probability at least 1 − 2p. Thus the number of y-variables set to one belongs to the interval [L − S, L + S] with probability at least 1 − 2p.
We now determine the expected score of the Johnson algorithm up to lower order terms. We may assume that all x-variables are set to zero and that the number of y-variables set to one belongs to the interval [L − S, L + S]. All equivalences between x-variables, all x-units and all implications x i → y j (with a combined weight of 2· n 2 +n·S +n 2 = 2·n 2 −n+n·S) are satisfied. Moreover, the combined weight of satisfied y-units and implications y j → x i is at most (L+S)·L+(n−L+S)·n. Observe that the algorithm does not satisfy clauses with expected total weight of L · (n − L − S) + n · (L − S), a loss which turns out to be larger than W 4 , where W is the weight of the optimal assignment.
Hence the expected satisfied weight is at most
We choose δ to be sufficiently small and hence the approximation ratio approaches
A simple calculation shows that the quotient is minimized for ε = 4 − √ 15. We obtain We have shown in Sect. 3.1 that any 2CNF formula has an optimal order. Our analysis, however, shows that picking an order with approximation ratio 3 4 or better is extremely unlikely.
